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We show that the technique yields good results at the detection of the the faulty sensors of the CCD array, in Section 3.
Introduction
Previously, the use of PCA to identify bad photosites from We propose a computational technique for autonomously image data was undertaken by Alonso et al. [3] ; their apdetecting the faulty or aberrant sensors of a sensor array proach only worked with uniform images. Chapman et al.
consisting of a number of homogeneous sensors, each of proposed a simple bayesian algorithm for the online identiwhich measures the same physical quantity of interest. Our fication of faults in their APS image sensor arrays, to which data-driven technique can autonomously identify a wide range they applied different defect models [4] . The fundamental of faulty sensors, as shown later, without the need for any difference between their work and ours is that they used an defect model or apriori knowledge of the nature of the senapriori defect model rather than discovering faulty photosor faults. In order to do so, from the sensor data, we first sites autonomously from data, as we do. cations of all the pairwise difference estimates of a sensor to determine whether or not the sensor is faulty. Since, the primary objective of our work is to accurately detect faulty A single pairwise difference estimate between two sensors sensors, our methodology is based on the integration of two measuring the same same physical quantity highlights the well understood techniques as in [2] : the semi-parametric similarity or in contrary, the dissimilarity between the mea-surements of the sensors. A pairwise difference estimate (2) of the MAP decision rule that minimizes the probability of (7k / error or error rate under zero-one loss [6] .
Every gaussian component of the mixture represents a classify(6ab) = argmax P(Ck |6ab,Ok)
k partition or cluster in the distribution of the difference estimates and every difference estimate has a finite probability 2.3 Sensor categorization of belonging to every gaussian component. We use the stan-
The posterior probability values of Eq 3 indicate how close dard EM algorithm with K-means initialization for estimator far apart the measurements of two sensors are. We amass ing the GMM. The input to the EM algorithm is a shuffled the (n -1) final classifications of all the difference estimates form of the vector of the difference estimates As, in which (each of them computed according to Eq 4) of a sensor tothe inherent ordering of the pairwise difference estimates is gether. We then assign a sensor to the class Ck that is the not preserved; this avoids any positional bias when computmost frequently occurring class amongst the (n -1) classiing pairwise difference estimates.
fications of a single sensor's (n -1) difference estimates, as 2.2 Classification of the difference estimates per Eq 5. From the sensor measurements, we construct sensor data maxClass(Seinsora) =maxOccureincek(classify(dab)) sets Si ... SN where each set Si, is composed of in x (inwhere b = 1.i....,n, b 7ta (5) 1) pairwise difference estimates computed from p independent measurements according to Eq 1. Since estimating the A faulty sensor will always be assigned to the class Ck ized to zero mean and unit variance. As our technique relies or the component of the GMM that has the smallest weighton p measurements for every photosite, we take p images ing factor -such a component is the therefore a representa-I1, ..., Ip and the measurements of all the n photosites for tive of the 'outlier' component of the GMM. p images form a n x p matrix M -there are N such matrices for the N image data sets Si, . . ., SN as our sensor array; we took several images of different ranmodelled the distribution of the difference estimates as a dom scenes in a number of indoor rooms with the camera.
GMM, where we fixed the number of components or clusIn every image, the measured value obtained for a single ters C to be 3. The choice of the number of components was photosite after digitization, is as an 8-bit integer, resulting in dictated by the need to arrive at a compromise between ro-256 possible different shades of grey ranging from black to bustly detecting faulty photosites and estimating the number white, which can be represented as a number in the [0-255] of components accurately (we applied BIC for this purpose interval; the measurement of an individual photosite of the as in [1] ); we found that a choice of 3 components helped CCD in a single image therefore represents one sensor meaachieve this tradeoff. We discovered that the components surement. Bad sensors corresponding to the faulty photoof the gaussian mixture labelled as 'low' and 'medium' ensites of a CCD array can be of several different types: Stuck compassed a large proportion of the difference estimates. photosite (a photosite that always reads high or maximum These two components correspond to differences between (typically 255) on all exposures), Hot photosite (a photothe photosites' measurements that are relatively low and the site that reads unusually high values at longer exposures), photosites that are responsible for these two categories of Dead photosite (a photosite that reads zero (black) at all exdifference estimates have close associations with the other posures) and photosites that may be hypo or hyper sensitive photosites (they are quite similar). However, the third gausand are particularly hard to detect. We applied our technique sian component, labelled as 'high', corresponds to the comto the detection of different faulty photosites. Although the ponent of the gaussian mixture that is the representative of CCD has a resolution of 720 x 480 photosites, we restricted the high difference estimates, that lie at the tails of the denour analysis of the sensors of the CCD array to windows of sity -it accounts for a very small proportion of the total difx X y sensors (e.g. it might be a 10 x 20 window correspondference estimates and has a high variance -it serves as the ing to 200 sensors) of the array. We took a number of dif-'outlier' component. Larger differences in measurements ferent images under exposures of 1/25, 1/250 and 1/500, are produced by dissimilar photosites and consequently, we constituting multiple image-banks of 60 to 140 images. Evcan say that such difference measurements are generated by ery image-bank was comprised of images taken under a parphotosites that are aberrant relative to the rest. We then ticular exposure setting and every image in an image-bank applied the classification (Sec 2.2) and categorization (Sec represented a snapshot in time. We also formed a separate 2.3) steps to additional sets of p images to identify the faulty 'combined' image-bank consisting of images taken under photosites amongst the n photosites. We consider a photo- 
